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ABSTRACT: In the present work, we report the fabrication of regular coronene (COR) clusters on surfaces in ambient
conditions in the two-dimensional network formed by hexaphenylbenzene derivatives (HPB) via structural transformation.
HPB could form a stable snowflake network structure on the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite surface at the air−solid
interface. When COR molecules were introduced into the system, the HPB snowflake network could transform to
honeycomb structures, and the COR heptamers were subsequently aggregated and entrapped into the cavity. Scanning
tunneling microscopic was employed to monitor the assembly behavior of both HPB and HPB/COR at a submolecule scale
level, and density functional theory calculations were utilized to reveal that the structural transformation and the
entrapment are the energetically favorable. The pores formed from HPB might also give a clue to immobilizing some
functional molecule clusters, like COR, to fabricate their ordered monolayer in ambient conditions, so as to obtain complex
supramolecular surface structures.
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Self-assembly of functional molecules at surfaces and
interfaces is of great significance in supramolecular
chemistry. Among those, well-ordered two-dimensional

(2D) networks have received a lot of attention due to their
broad range of potential applications, i.e., immobilization and
isolation of functional objects as a guest unit at the molecular
scale.1−6 Design and formation of the regular pattern of
functional molecule clusters on surfaces is of interest from both
scientific and technological viewpoints. Coronene (COR) can
be regarded as a smaller graphene fragment but without the
disadvantages of irregular shapes and variable sizes of graphene

sheets.7,8 This molecule is considered to be a suitable candidate
for the component of molecular rotors due to its π-conjugated
and highly symmetric molecular structure.9 Specifically, COR-
like clusters or aggregates, as an important carbon-based
material, have received a lot of attention in electronic devices
due to their unique electronic properties derived from the
perfect delocalization of the aromaticity among the six outer
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rings.10 This kind of structure is, however, difficult to construct
on the surface, owing to the harsh conditions required, i.e., large
network cavity, strong interaction between clusters and
substrate/network. Rare work has been reported to successfully
construct patterned molecular clusters on surfaces.1,6 Non-
covalent interactions are widely exploited in obtaining 2D
assembly network structures which were used as the templates
to immobilize or isolate molecular rows, clusters, or big
molecular circles as well as more complex multicomponent
arrangements.1,11−14 Both rigid molecular networks with
permanent porosities and flexible networks have been reported
to successfully immobilize functional target molecules especially
under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. In contrast, less work has
been done on flexible networks which can involve a
conformational change on adsorption or the pronounced
structural transformation in response to environmental change
including guest inclusion.15−18 This kind of network would
provide high guest selectivity, for example, flat molecules
containing large π-conjugated moieties or buckyball structure-
like fullerene. The diversity of the supramolecular network
makes it not only capable of serving as the template to trap
guest molecules but also able to form functional molecular
aggregation or supramolecular structure.1,6,13 Therefore, the
design and tuning of supramolecular nanostructure is of great
theoretical and practical importance. Study of the structural

change in the assemblies in response to guest inclusion could
lead to a better comprehension of the concept of competitive
adsorption for the fabrication of functional molecular arrays.
Specifically, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a strong
tool to investigate the dynamics of guest trapping, diffusion, and
manipulation in/on these host networks.19−22

In this work, we employed STM and studied the assembly
behavior of hexaphenylbenzene derivatives (HPB) molecules
on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface and
then successfully constructed the regular pattern of COR
clusters in ambient conditions via the structural transformation
of this template. STM measurements and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations were utilized to reveal the
reconstruction phenomenon of a 2D nanoporous network
induced by a co-adsorbed guest molecule.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HPB molecule, based on its molecular structure shown in
Figure 1a, is a large π-conjugate system with high electronic
state density. It is a derivative of the chemical studied in our
previous work and could also form similarly assembled
structure on a HOPG surface.23 Figure 2a is a large-scale
STM image that shows the assembly of HPB molecules when
adsorbing onto HOPG surface. More details of the molecular
structure are revealed by high-resolution image shown in Figure

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the (a) HPB and (b) COR.

Figure 2. (a) Large-scale and (b) high-resolution STM images of the snowflake-like structures. The scanning conditions are I = 296 pA, V =
595 mV. (c) Calculated molecular model for this assembly obtained from DFT simulations (C, cyan; O, red; H, gray). Note: In order to
clearly display the calculated molecular models, HOPG surfaces are not shown.
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2b. The bright circle in Figure 2b corresponds to the
conjugated backbone of HPB molecule.
The circle center presents a low-contrast feature, possibly

due to the fact that the peripheral benzene rings tend to rotate
by a certain angle from the central plane to decrease the steric
hindrance, and accordingly the peripheral benzene rings are
higher than the central benzene ring. The diameter of the circle
is around 1.5 nm, which is consistent with the observation
reported in our previous work.23 The thin lines linking these
circles in the darker area are attributed to the alkyl chains. The
alkyl chains of HPB molecules are fully stretched, which is
proved by the fact that the length of the alkyl chains
determined from the STM images is 1.6 ± 0.1 nm, fitting the
length of alkyl chain with 12 carbons. The size of the triangular
cavity formed in the assembly is about 1.2 nm (length of the
edge of the triangle). The suggested molecular model based on
the STM observation is given in Figure 2c, with the unit cell: a1
= b1 = 3.1 ± 0.1 nm and α1 = 60 ± 1.0°.
Besides the snowflake structure, honeycomb structure was

also occasionally observed in our experiments, as shown in
Figure 3. It should be noted that this structure could still be
observed in the snowflake pattern (marked by circles where we
call it defects), as shown in Figure 2, which appears mostly in
phase boundary. The high-resolution image was shown in
Figure 3b. Each bright spot corresponds to the central
backbone of a HPB molecule. And six HPB molecules form
into a honeycomb unit cell with a central pore size of 4.0 ± 0.1
nm in diameter. It is clear that all six alkyl chains of a HPB
molecule are fully stretched. Different from the structure of
HPB in the snowflake assembly, every two adjacent alkyl chains

are paired into three groups, which are evenly distributed
around the central backbone. In each group, the paired alkyl
chains were parallel in the same direction. Subsequently, one
HPB molecule could interact with the adjacent HPB molecule
through the opposite pairs of alkyl chains. The parameters of
the cell unit determined from the STM images were addressed
in Figure 3c with a2 = b2 = 5.5 ± 0.1 nm and α2 = 60 ± 1.0°.
It is worth mentioning that there is a low possibility of

observing this honeycomb structure, and even when it appears
in the detection area, it soon disappears during scanning. This
indicates that such structure is unstable, possibly a transition
state during the assembling process. However, it is very
attractive to be characteristic with such large cavities (4.0 nm)
on surfaces in ambient conditions, being of great potential to
the formation of clusters from small functional molecules, for
example, COR molecules. To obtain this structure, one possible
way is to decrease the sample concentration if the assembling
behavior of HPB on HOPG is dependent on the concentration.
The next experiments were performed on the sample with a

diluted solution to check the network stability upon
concentration. The same 2D snowflake structure is observed
as shown in Figure 4a when diluting the sample solution used
in Figure 2 by 10 times. We then further diluted the solution by
500 times and found that the assembled structure stays the
same as presented in Figure 4b. It should be noted that for both
cases of the diluted samples, the HOPG surface was observed
with the snowflake structure in all detectable areas within the
experimental range, suggesting that concentration does not
significantly affect the assembling behavior of HPB molecules.
It implies that the interaction between HPB molecules and the

Figure 3. (a) Large-scale and (b) high-resolution STM images of the honeycomb structure (c).Calculated molecular model for this assembly
obtained from DFT simulations (C, cyan; O, red; H, gray). Note: In order to clearly display the calculated molecular models, HOPG surfaces
are not shown.

Figure 4. (a) STM image of HPB molecule after the samples were diluted by 10 times (I = 299 pA, V = 699 mV). (b)STM image of HPB
molecule after the samples were diluted by 500 times (I = 299 pA, V = 699 mV).
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graphene networks is determinant for determining the final
assembly structure. These results also give a clue that the
honeycomb structure shown in Figure 3 is not a consequence
of the lower concentration of the sample.
It is interesting that HPB assemblies could yield larger pores

and thus are capable of serving as traps for the inclusion of
several large molecules. We demonstrate this potential by
introducing COR to the network. As shown in Figure 5a, which
shows an STM image acquired after deposition of COR,
heptameric COR clusters have a compact hexagonal arrange-
ment within the pores. The aggregate involving seven bright
spots can be clearly identified in each pore, with the diameter of
each bright spot of around 1.0 nm (Figure 5b). The size of the

bright spot matches well with that of COR molecule. This is
different from the case of its derivative HPB-6pa,23 where the
introduced COR molecules assemble into a honeycomb
supramolecular structure on top of the HPB-6pa monolayer
instead of entrapping in the cavity. This could be due to the
capability of HPB to form much larger pores after structural
transformation upon COR’s inclusion. The parameters of the
unit cell for this binary assembly structure are determined based
on STM observations with a3 = b3 = 5.5 ± 0.1 nm and α3 = 60
± 1.0° (Figure 3c) and fits well with the honeycomb structure
of HPB (Figure 3). It is plausible to suggest that when
introducing COR into a HPB system, the assembly undergoes a
dramatic transformation from the snowflake structure to the

Figure 5. (a) Large-scale STM image of the HPB-COR co-adsorbed on the HOPG surface (I = 217 pA, V = 600 mV). (b) High-resolution
image of HPB-COR co-adsorption assembly (I = 217 pA, V = 600 mV). (c) Calculated molecular model for this assembly obtained from DFT
simulations (C, cyan; O, red; H, gray). Note: In order to clearly display the calculated molecular models, HOPG surfaces are not shown.

Figure 6. (a) Large-scale STM image of the HPB networks modulated by COR on HOPG surface (I = 299 pA, V = 699 mV). (b) Large-scale
STM image of the template structure after removing COR (I = 299 pA, V = 699 mV). (c) High-resolution STM image of the template
structure after removing COR. (d) Tentative models of the surface patterns of capturing at most seven COR molecules (C, cyan; O, red; H,
gray). Note: In order to clearly display the calculated molecular models, HOPG surfaces are not shown.
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honeycomb structure, and COR molecules aggregate into
heptamers to be entrapped in the cavities of the honeycomb
template of HPB. Further control experiments have been
performed to confirm the conjecture. We adjusted the scanning
conditions (reducing the distance between STM tip and
substrate by applying a high set point value) to remove the
above COR molecules. The acquired images are shown in
Figure 6b,c. Obviously, the assembly is the honeycomb
structure instead of the snowflake structure and serves as a
template and traps COR clusters into its pores. The unit cell of
the honeycomb structure was also measured in this case as
marked in Figure 6c, with parameters of a4 = b4 = 5.5 ± 0.1 nm
and α4 = 60 ± 1.0°, which is the same to that of the honeycomb
structure in the absence of COR molecules (Figure 3). The
results confirm the conclusion that the structural trans-
formation is successfully achieved from snowflake to honey-
comb network in response to COR guest inclusion.
To better understand and control the self-assembled

architecture of HPB network, simulation was performed by
DFT calculations. The calculated lattice parameters for 2D
networks are summarized in Table 1. The cell size, the

structures, and the geometry of the adsorbates are presented in
the Supporting Information (see SI). The calculated parameters
agree well with the experimental data. We present the total
energy (including the interaction between adsorbates and the
interaction between adsorbates and substrate) for the different
assemblies in Table 2. Generally, we could compare the total
energy to evaluate the thermodynamic stability of the different
systems with the same unit cell. However, we should consider
the effect of the unit area when comparing two systems with
different unit cells. For the system with the smaller unit cell,
there should be more molecules adsorbed on the substrate
within the same area and subsequently contribute more energy
to the whole system. Therefore, we presented the total energy
per unit area to compare the thermodynamic stability of the
different arrays to avoid such effect. The total energies per unit
area of the different systems are also listed in Table 2. It should
be mentioned that besides DFT calculations, the DFT-D3

method was also employed in our work. Considering that the
interaction between adsorbates and substrate is mainly van der
Waals interaction, the dispersion corrections (for example, the
Grimme’s dispersion corrections) should be included in the
results. Although the absolute energy interaction is strongly
dependent on the functional type employed in DFT, the
interactions calculated by different functionals are with the
similar trend.
In Table 2, the interactions (DFT) between adsorbates of

HPB-snowflake and HPB-honeycomb structures are −24.458
and −66.835 kcal·mol−1, respectively, which mainly come from
the 2D crystallization among alkyl chains of HPB molecules.
We notice that both DFT and DFT-D3 results show that the
interactions between adsorbates and substrate are very strong.
Due to the inclusion of dispersion forces, the interactions
between adsorbates and substrate by DFT-D3 method are
lower than those by the conventional DFT method. Detailed
analyses reveal that a 21% contribution to the interactions
between adsorbate and substrate comes from the strong π−π
interaction between the central benzene ring of HPB and
HOPG. And both the HPB-snowflake and the HPB-honey-
comb structures are mainly stabilized by the van der Waals
interaction between the alkyl chains of HPB molecules and
HOPG. Therefore, the alkyl chains of HPB molecules play a
pivotal role in forming the final assembly. Though the total
energy of the HPB-snowflake structure is nearly half of that of
the HPB-honeycomb structure, the total energy per unit area of
the HPB-snowflake structure is much lower than that of HPB-
honeycomb structure because of its much smaller unit area. It
indicates that the HPB-snowflake structure is much more stable
than the HPB-honeycomb structure. This is why we could
observe the HPB-snowflake assembly in a large scale, while the
HPB-honeycomb assembly recorded occasionally on the
boundary.
It is noteworthy that the HPB-honeycomb network is with

the large cavities (4.0 nm), which is commensurate with the
heptameric COR clusters (with the whole size of 3.6 nm). In
addition, due to their large planar π-conjugated cores, COR
molecules could strongly interact with graphite. Thus, when
COR molecules are introduced into the HPB system, they
would be easily included into the cavities of HPB-honeycomb
network. On the contrary, although the size of the triangular
cavity (1.2 nm) is larger than the diameter of COR (1.0 nm),
the interaction between the HPB-snowflake and COR presents
a strong repulsion (129.736 kcal mol−1 by DFT method,
196.217 kcal mol−1 by DFT-D3 method) so that COR could
not be stably inserted into the HPB-snowflake network. The
total energy per unit area of HPB-honeycomb/COR7 could
present the quantitative evidence. HPB-honeycomb/COR7 is
with the lowest total energy per unit area (−0.288 kcal mol−1

Å−2 by DFT method, −0.395 kcal mol−1 Å−2 by DFT-D3

Table 1. Experimental (expt) and Calculated (calcd) Lattice
Parameters for the 2D Networks

unit cell parameters

a (nm) b (nm) α (deg)

HPB-snowflake expt 3.1 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.1 60 ± 1.0
calcd 3.12 3.12 60.00

HPB-honeycomb expt 5.5 ± 0.1 5.5 ± 0.1 60 ± 1.0
calcd 5.47 5.47 60.00

HPB-honeycomb/COR7 expt 5.5 ± 0.1 5.5 ± 0.1 60 ± 1.0
calcd 5.47 5.47 60.00

Table 2. Total Energy and the Energy Per Unit Area for Adsorbates on the HOPG Surface with DFT and DFT-D3 Methodsa

interactions between
adsorbates (kcal mol−1)

interactions between adsorbates
and substrate (kcal mol−1) total energy (kcal mol−1)

total energy per unit area
(kcal mol−1 Å−2)

method DFT DFT-D3 DFT DFT-D3 DFT DFT-D3 DFT DFT-D3

HPB-snowflake −24.458 −4.699 −212.336 −296.477 −236.794 −301.176 −0.281 −0.357
HPB-honeycomb −66.835 −46.513 −426.283 −571.950 −493.118 −618.463 −0.190 −0.239
HPB-honeycomb/COR7 −68.448 −47.258 −677.535 −976.991 −745.983 −1024.249 −0.288 −0.395

aThe total energy includes the interaction energy between adsorbates and the interaction energy between adsorbates and the substrate. The more
negative energy means the system is more stable
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method), which means it is the most energetically favorable
structure. Therefore, when COR molecules are introduced into
the system, the snowflake structure could not trap any COR
molecules into the triangular cavity, but transforms to the
honeycomb network. Meanwhile, the COR molecules
aggregate to a heptamer (named COR7). In the presence of
the strong interaction between COR and substrate and with the
matching size to the cavity of HPB honeycomb structure, the
COR heptamer could be entrapped into the networks.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by means of STM technique and DFT
simulation, we investigated the assembly behavior of HPB
molecules on HOPG surface. Once depositing a droplet of
HPB on HOPG surface, HPB-snowflake structure was observed
in a large scale by STM technique. Besides the snowflake
structure, honeycomb structure was also occasionally observed.
When introducing COR molecules, for the first time, we
observed the fabrication of regular COR clusters in the 2D
HPB network via structural transformation of the host network
from the snowflake to honeycomb structure. DFT calculations
as well as the DFT-D3 calculations reveal that HPB-snowflake
structure is more stable than HPB-honeycomb structure.
However, COR molecules could aggregate into the cavity of
the honeycomb structure to form COR7 cluster, and such an
assembly is the most energetically favorable structure. These
results give us an improved understanding of the interactions
between guest molecules and the template as well as the
substrate and encourage us to construct new functional
assemblies by utilizing the advantages of the host−guest
combination. The pores formed from HPB might also give a
clue to immobilizing some functional molecule clusters, like
COR, to fabricate their ordered monolayer in ambient
conditions, so as to obtain complex supramolecular surface
structures.

METHODS
HPB compound was synthesized according to the reported method.23

Toluene was purchased from Acros Co. and used without further
purification. COR was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The chemical
structures of HPB and COR are shown in Figure 1.
HPB was dissolved in toluene at a concentration of 10−4 M. The

samples were prepared by depositing a droplet of the above solution
on a basal plane of a freshly cleaved HOPG (provided by ZYB, NT-
MDT, Russia) surface. The samples were then annealed in an oven at
either 60 or 100 °C, respectively, for 10 min. For host−guest system, a
droplet of COR solution (in toluene) was added into the previously
formed HPB network at room temperature prior to imaging. STM
experiments were carried out with a Nano IIIa scanning probe
microscope system (Bruker, USA) in ambient conditions. Tips were
mechanically cut from Pt/Ir(80/20) wires. All STM images were
recorded in the constant current mode. Detailed scanning parameters
are provided in the caption of each image.
Theoretical calculations were performed using DFT provided by

DMol3 code.24 We used the periodic boundary conditions (PBC) to
describe the 2D periodic structure on the graphite in this work. The
Perdew and Wang parametrization of the local exchange−correlation
energy was applied in local spin density approximation to describe
exchange and correlation.25 All-electron spin-unrestricted Kohn−Sham
wave functions were expanded in a local atomic orbital basis. For the
large system, the numerical basis set was applied. All calculations were
all-electron ones and performed with the medium mesh. Self-
consistent field procedure was done with a convergence criterion of
10−5 au on the energy and electron density. Combined with the
experimental data, we optimized the unit cell parameters and the

geometry of the adsorbates in the unit cell. When the energy and
density convergence criterion were reached, we could obtain the
optimized parameters and the interaction energy between adsorbates.

To evaluate the interaction between the adsorbates and HOPG, we
designed the model system. In our work, since adsorption of the
adsorbates on graphite and graphene can be considered as very similar,
we performed our calculations on infinite graphene monolayers using
PBC. In the superlattice, graphene layers were separated by 40 Å in the
normal direction and represented by orthorhombic unit cells
containing two carbon atoms. When modeling the adsorbates on
graphene, we used graphene supercells and sampled the Brillouin zone
by a 1 × 1 × 1 k-point mesh. The interaction energy Einter of
adsorbates with graphite is given by Einter = Etot(adsorbates/graphene)
− Etot(isolated adsorbates in vacuum) − Etot(graphene). To evaluate
the accuracy of the DFT calculations, we have performed the
benchmark (see SI). The good agreement with the experimental values
indicates that our results with DFT calculations are reasonable.

Considering the London dispersion interaction in van der Waals
interaction, we further performed the DFT-D method to estimate the
interaction energy of adsorbate with graphite. The DFT-D method
really can be considered successfully now on thousands of different
systems including inter- as well as intramolecular cases ranging from
rare gas dimers to huge graphene sheets.26−29 In this work, we applied
DFT-D3 method (Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof correlation energy
PBE30 as the DFT functional), in which the an atom-pair wise
(atom-triple wise) dispersion correction can be added to the standard
Kohn−Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) energies (and
gradient):26

= +‐ ‐E E EDFT D3 KS DFT disp (1)

with Edisp being the sum of the two- and three-body contributions to
the dispersion energy:

= +E E Edisp (2) (3) (2)

The most important two-body term is given at long-range by

∑ ∑= −
≠ =

E s
C
r

1
2 n

n
n
ndisp

A B 6,8

AB

AB (3)

Here, Cn
AB denotes the averaged (isotropic) nth-order dispersion

coefficient for atom pair AB, rAB
n is their internuclear distance, and sn is

a functional-dependent scaling factor.
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